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About This Game

Do you like the horror games? Do you like to feel scared? Do you like the Puzzles? Do you like the mental challenges?

...welcome to Inside: Before Birth...

If you woke up alone in the darkness and trapped... What would you do? Run away or continue?
I only say you... When the darkness hunts you, you don't know what is real...

Story

The young Lucy was walking to school like anyday, while she was looking the landscape, she felt a strong pain in her heart... She
fell down.

When she woke up a red light was dazzling to her face. She wasn't in her school... She was in a locked room... She woke up in a
red room...

Could you help her?
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Spooky ambient

Hard puzzles, you need explore and use the logic to resolve them.

A told story through a visual way

Full 3D graphics

Fully optimized game with different graphics levels and brightness control

Two languages: English and Spanish.

3D Sound

Advices to play

Play alone, in the darkness and with headphones.
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Title: Inside: Before Birth
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
CydoniaGate
Publisher:
CydoniaGate
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Celeron G1840 2.8Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 610 2GB GDDR3

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Low quality settings in game.

English
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Logged in, immediately enjoyed how sluggish I moved and saw a ghost after I found my first key, opened several rooms that
look exactly the same, another door opened...another hallways of the same\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 another
jump scare ghost. I proceeded to the end of this hallway which looks the same as the first and second, each room as the word
\\"CLOSE\\" written in red, in various locations. this was a real plus since I enjoy seeing the word and wonder which variation
of it they mean.

At the end of this hallway, I saw Matthew \\"Tiny\\" McGrory from the Devils Rejects (RIP), standing behind another door
which is locked from the opposite side and I need to figure out how to open it.

Then alas it came to me, I dont need to figure out jack\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EXIT GAME. so i have never
hear of this game until i was looking on steam for some horror games an found this so glad i did, game is very intense an creepy
reminds me of the P.T Teaser i dont know why this didnt get any attention its a great horror game for the price i have to say
there are some very hard puzzles but overall great game enjoyed it. check out my game play on it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_ddUsMZNfI8. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The idea is good but I cannot really
recommend at the price. If it were .99c or better, free! Then I would say its good. The look and feel are nice, just needs polish.
Not sure if there is replayability or not but it seems like maybe? I played it once, took about 30mins as others have said. I
wanted to like it enough to say its worth a purchase but its not. Worth a play, yes, especially if this is up your alley just not the
money.

Good game, do not get me wrong

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=udAG4L14yj0. Embarrassingly bad. They took a map that would take 2 minutes to walk
through and artificially extended it to 30 minutes by locking doors and making you look for keys in a ton of identical rooms
over and over again. But if you like walking it's pretty great.. I did pay for this game. This game isn't even finished!!! To pay
3.99 for it is a total rip off. When you get out of the tiny room you can't go any further than a hallway. Everything is horribly
glitchy! you stand as tall as a giant and you crouch in a way that feels as though the perspective is what you would be if you were
walking normally. What a rip off..... Fair dues, it has less clipping issues & glitches than Rothschild: The Sheep Will Awake
which also uses this engine, but it suffers from the same problem where you get sound triggers which I assume are jumpscares
happening but they trigger regardless of where the players field of view is so you just get stabs of audio.
It has a horrendous stamina system which made the first playthrough longer (22 minutes first playthrough).

It is mainly checking doors, collecting some keys & 2-3 environmental observation puzzles with a P.T. Hallway thrown in.
If you are okay with spending $3 for less than 30 minutes of gameplay, you can do worse on Steam.

I don't know what that running man is in the screenshots though as according to my in game shadow, I play as a nude woman & I
didn't see him or that cutscene in the game.
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Honestly, the only thing that makes this game get a positive review on my part is cause it's intriguing and holds excessive
potential. However, it needs lots of work and the puzzles should appear clearer. If you'd like to see a video of it to get a sense of
it for yourself and if it's worthwhile, here it is:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Zv1na-6x810. DONT GET THIS GAME!!! Its litterlay less than 20 minutes and we dont
even know if thats the ending or not so just dont get it.. It's the same amateurish tour of a dilapidated medical facility that you
must have frittered away thirty minutes of your life on a good half dozen times by now if you follow the ever-deepening landfill
of cack that is Steam's horror category with any regularity. At least this one has the borderline decency to pass on charging you
$10 for the privilege.

Book-ended by a text card for an introduction and some monotone cartoon stills for an ending, forgoing even the formality of a
title screen, you can't really yell at Inside: Before Birth for having a lazy plot because that's really like yelling at a monkey
for not having wings. The plot, the gameplay, the tension, it was never going to be there. It's a school project that
somebody's misplaced pride led them to sell on Steam, rather than just submit as coursework.

What can I say? I feel like I should be rounding these horror games up by the dozen lately and branding them all with the
same review. Ignore. Walk away. It is worth no moneys and so to spend any on it would only contribute to a deep remorse that
may well eventually place you at the bottom of a ravine. Why take the risk, eh?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mnwzYAVn3_U. Played through not bad its ok give it a 5\/10 the ending was a little bad
for me.. Fun,Scary, Event triggered type of game similar to P.T but i love it so much fun for a good price i can recommend this
to anyone just watch out playing this alone in the dark. Yet another 20-ish minute cash-grab jump scare key fetch quest "horror"
game. Do yourself a favor and don't waste your money on this.. Just not that good....
- Really short (took me 35 minutes to complete, and that's with me being lost and backtracking a lot).
- Ending was very abrupt, and underwhelming. Just as it was building up again, it stopped with a silent video.
- Majority of the rooms are the same, and have no reason for you to enter.

+ Had a couple creepy moments.
+ Interesting stair section. Neverending, but only ever have to go up one flight to get back to the main level. Freaked me out.
+ Good audio. Really set the atmosphere.
. If I could actually return this and get my money back I would give it to whoever could make any sense of this buggy 20
minutes jump scare demo...

EDIT: Yes, I actually learned how to refund games that were not bought too long ago here, and in time! Thanks again to
everyone, very nice community. :)
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